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Integration between a hand-held mass spectrometry desorption probe based on picosecond infrared laser

technology (PIRL-MS) and an optical surgical tracking system demonstrates in situ tissue pathology from

point-sampled mass spectrometry data. Spatially encoded pathology classifications are displayed at the

site of laser sampling as color-coded pixels in an augmented reality video feed of the surgical field of

view. This is enabled by two-way communication between surgical navigation and mass spectrometry

data analysis platforms through a custom-built interface. Performance of the system was evaluated using

murine models of human cancers sampled in situ in the presence of body fluids with a technical pixel

error of 1.0 � 0.2 mm, suggesting a 84% or 92% (excluding one outlier) cancer type classification rate

across different molecular models that distinguish cell-lines of each class of breast, brain, head and neck

murine models. Further, through end-point immunohistochemical staining for DNA damage, cell death

and neuronal viability, spatially encoded PIRL-MS sampling is shown to produce classifiable mass spectral

data from living murine brain tissue, with levels of neuronal damage that are comparable to those

induced by a surgical scalpel. This highlights the potential of spatially encoded PIRL-MS analysis for in

vivo use during neurosurgical applications of cancer type determination or point-sampling in vivo tissue

during tumor bed examination to assess cancer removal. The interface developed herein for the analysis

and the display of spatially encoded PIRL-MS data can be adapted to other hand-held mass

spectrometry analysis probes currently available.
Introduction

The past decade has seen a substantial increase of publications
describing the developments of a variety of hand-held mass
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spectrometry analysis probes, capable of determining tissue
pathology with only a few seconds of sampling and analysis
time.1–5 These probes utilize, in the hand-held conguration,
aerosolization or liquid sampling mechanisms to extract tissue
molecules in a form that could be transported to an ionization
interface. Then, a molecular readout of the tissue extracted
molecules takes place inside a mass spectrometer.6–8 This mass
spectrometric readout creates a mass to charge ratio (m/z)
prole, ngerprint or tissue molecular signature pattern that is
highly specic to both the tissue type and pathology.6–8 Through
molecular ‘ngerprinting’ with mass spectrometry, it is also
possible to distinguish between different cancer types of the
same tissue, even when these include histologically identical yet
molecularly (and clinically) distinct subtypes of the same
tumor.3,6–8 Pathology or tissue type classications with mass
spectrometry oen utilize multivariate statistical methods. The
recorded mass spectra of the specimen under study are
compared with the mass spectral prole(s) of histologically
classied tissue types (molecular signature library) to determine
the pathology of said specimen based on prole matching.6–8
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735 | 8723
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Sampling with a mass spectrometry probe generally requires
a few (�5–10) seconds worth of mass spectral data acquisition
to accumulate and average the signal prior to performing
multivariate statistical comparisons. The execution of the
multivariate ‘prole-matching’ step that is required to produce
the mass spectrometry-based tissue type or pathology classiers
is typically completed in less than one second. Therefore, in
combination with rapid mass spectral processing techniques
such as ‘binning’ that can also be implemented within milli-
seconds aer data acquisition, mass spectrometry classiers
from ‘prole matching’ that report on tissue pathology can be
available almost immediately aer the conclusion of the 5–10
second sampling event.1–5,9,10 Thus, systems for near real-time
determination of tissue pathology in situ are already available
that can deliver pathology classiers from comparison of near
real-time mass spectrometric data to tissue ngerprint data-
bases within a few (�5–10) seconds from the start of the
sampling process. An example of such platform is online or
Abstract Model Builder (AMX) soware from Waters11 that has
been interfaced with a variety of mass spectrometry sampling
probes,3,4 in addition to its early implementation with electro-
cautery utilizing molecular readout of tissue aerosols present in
the surgical smoke, otherwise a waste material, to provide
information about its pathology.5

The hand-held probes referenced above employ a variety of
vastly different tissue sampling methods that encompass aero-
sols generated during electrocautery from different electrode
geometries2 or other surgical aspiration methods,5 a variety of
lasers,3–5,12,13 or even gentle liquid extraction methods.1 These
mechanistic differences lead to two important probe-specic,
attributes of: (1) varying levels of damage to the sampled tissue
(or damage spread outside the immediately sampled region), and
(2) varying spatial resolution. These attributes in turn dene
probe suitability for in vivo applications such as tumor bed
assessments, where sampling with the said probe must be
accompanied with minimal (or acceptable) levels of damage to
the healthy tissue. Here, the development of the MasSpec pen,
with demonstrated utility for successful in vivo sampling without
the adverse effects of signicant damage to the tissue or carry
over,1 that uses a drop of water for non-destructive sampling of
soluble tissue molecules has created an impetus to revisit in vivo
applications of other hand-held mass spectrometry analysis
probes. In situ determination and visualization of tissue
pathology upon in vivo sampling is expected to help advance
surgical decision-making by rapidly revealing areas of pathology
such that immediate action can be taken to address them. For
this purpose, technologies that can correlate, in real-time, tissue
pathology from mass spectrometry classiers to the coordinates
of a sampled site must be developed. It must be emphasized that
MS sampling methods optimized for spatially resolved ex vivo
tissue use in this mode of analysis will not benet from
augmentation with such developments.

Through co-registration of a real-space (surgical eld of view)
image with pre-operative images such as Magnetic Resonance
(MR) or Computed Tomography (CT) that contain pathology
information, it is possible to direct surgical tools to the disease
site(s) with millimeter or submillimeter accuracy depending on
8724 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735
the application.14,15 Surgical navigation technologies exist that
allow for both co-registration and tracking of tools in real-time
allowing mapping of the pathology information from pre-
operative images in real space.14,15 In principle, in situ
mapping of the areas of pathology from mass spectrometry
classications can also be achieved by spatially encoding tissue
classiers using the same surgical positioning principles
routinely used to track surgical tools in real time. While mass
spectrometric classications from stereotactic resections
analyzed ex vivo have been displayed on pre-operative magnetic
resonance (MR) images to guide surgery,16,17 a two-way
communication between mass spectrometry classiers and
surgical positioning technologies to display spatially encoded
mass spectrometry classiers at the site of sampling in real
space has not been reported. This combination allows mapping
tissue pathology from mass spectrometry classication at the
site of sampling.

In this work, we describe our adaption of a passive optical
three dimensional (3D) surgical tracking technology14,15 for two-
dimensional (2D) display of mass spectrometry classication
and pathology results in near real-time and at the site of
sampling through an augmented reality display. The perfor-
mance of the platform was validated using a variety of xenogra
models bearing human cancers. This proof-of-principle work
used a previously described hand-held, picosecond infrared
laser based mass spectrometry sampling probe (PIRL-MS),18,19

shown to be capable of classifying human pediatric medullo-
blastoma brain tumors into their clinically important molecular
subgroups with 10 seconds of sampling.3 The potential of PIRL-
MS for pediatric neurosurgical applications highlighted in our
previous work motivates a detailed assessment of the extent of
picosecond infrared laser damage to neuronal tissue during in
vivo applications, especially in the context of the proposed
spatially encoded in situ pathology platform.3 Through end-
point immunohistopathological analyses in a murine model
of brain tissue, we further examined damage caused by PIRL-MS
sampling to normal brain matter in vivo under the real-use
scenario of acquiring classiable PIRL-MS spectra. We
demonstrate that the PIRL-MS methodology is non-inferior to
the widely used surgical scalpel in terms of DNA damage, cell
death and neuronal viability, increasing the relevance for in vivo
applicability. While the platforms established in this work for
spatially encoded mass spectrometry-based pathology infor-
mation were validated with the PIRL-MS technology, they are
generalized solutions that can easily be adapted to all other
hand-held mass spectrometry analysis probes referenced above.

Materials and methods
Integration of GTxEyes and AMX for spatially encoded MS

The PIRL probe was combined with an optical navigation
system (NDI Polaris) and custom 3D visualization soware
(GTxEyes).20–22 The optical navigation system used two infrared
(IR) light cameras to track an IR sensor made up of four passive
IR reective spheres attached to the laser probe. A separate four-
sphere IR sensor was also attached to a Logitech C920 USB
camera to spatially correlate the tracked probe position with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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respect to the camera. The optical navigation system and
custom soware have been previously described,20–22 including
use in cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)-guided
osteotomies,21 quantitative endoscopy to improve supercial
disease delineation in radiation therapy,22 and combination of
CBCT with endoscopy for head and neck surgery.20 The GTxEyes
custom soware enabled co-registration and real-time visuali-
zation of tracked instruments with imaging modalities and
parametric information such as computed tomography (CT),
magnetic resonance (MR) and optical imaging combined with
surgical or radiotherapy planning data. The soware also
performs offset correction for tracked and calibrated optical
cameras, with the attached IR spheres registered to the optical
center of the camera.20,22

For this study, the tracking camera of the optical navigation
system mentioned above and the Logitech C920 camera were
placed in a biological safety cabinet with the laser probe in view
of the Logitech C920 and both IR sensors of the laser probe and
Logitech C920 in visual line of sight of the tracking camera. The
tip position of the laser probe with respect to the attached IR
sensor was determined using a pre-calibrated pointer tracked by
the optical navigation system to an ablative point beyond the
probe tip through ‘picking’ its burn spot, as well as through
a virtual pointer model of ablation taking place �2 mm away
from the laser bre tip on the surface of the tissue.23 A laptop
running the GTxEyes soware was connected to the optical
navigation system, the Logitech C920 camera, and mass spec-
trometry data collection and processing computer via Ethernet
connection. The GTxEyes soware simultaneously collected
tracking measurements of the laser probe and the Logitech
C920 camera, performed back projecting to determine corre-
sponding pixel locations, and colorized the pixels according to
classier results based on the output from the mass spec-
trometry analysis computer.

The mass spectra were processed against pre-trained models
in the Waters AMX Recognition soware utilizing principal
component analysis linear discriminant analysis (PCA-LDA).11

The custom GTxEyes soware integrated an OpenIGTLink23

client to poll and stream classication results with the AMX
Recognition soware's built in OpenIGTLink server. Each clas-
sication frame contained a tissue classication ID, and
a timestamp. A color lookup table was then created in the
GTxEyes soware to match the label colors as in AMX Recog-
nition for each classication. The color lookup table mapped
the received tissue classication ID to an RGB tuple. For
a tracked laser probe position, tip location in pixel coordinates
was determined via back projection through the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of a Logitech C920 camera, determined
through camera calibration and the optical navigation system
respectively as detailed in the ESI.† The pixel location was then
computed in real-time via GTxEyes for each IR sensor
measurements for the laser probe and Logitech C920 camera.
Upon receiving a classier output frame from AMX Recognition,
the GTxEyes soware colors the corresponding pixel of the
Logitech C920 video frame according to its RGB value in the
lookup table.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Additional details on the generation of animal model xeno-
gras, PIRL-MS analysis as well as craniotomy and histological
analysis are provided in the ESI.†
Results and discussion
Creation of spatially encoded mass spectrometry platform
through integration of AMX with GTxEyes

To create a platform for spatially encoded mass spectrometry
pathology, we rst augmented a custom-built handpiece
bearing the ber tip of a picosecond infrared laser, used
previously for 10 second classication of cancer types in
conjunction with multivariate statistical analysis methods3,19

and optical tracking technology.24 This was achieved by 3D
printing a custom, lightweight attachment point that mounts
optically reective beacons from a Polaris optical tracking
toolkit (NDI) at a known offset from the ber tip (details are
included in the Experimental section and ESI†). This congu-
ration, upon calibration and setting of the offset value above,
allowed for tracking of the PIRL ber tip using 3D positioning
and calibration protocols previously developed and imple-
mented by our group for the display of positioning feedback on
a video feed.25

Fig. 1A illustrates the components required for spatially
encoded mass spectrometry with real space augmented reality
display, and Fig. 1B illustrates the schematics of the trackable
ber tip. As illustrated here, both the ber tip and the video
camera that records the surgical eld of view are tracked using
navigation beacons. A custom built program (GTxEyes) previ-
ously used to import, display and co-register spatially encoded
information from a variety of imaging modalities and surgical
tools and technologies tracked in real space25–27 was interfaced
with the real-time mass spectrometry classication platform
AMX (Waters).11 AMX's recognition module creates a tissue
classication by comparing the mass spectrum of a tissue to
those of a tissue type signature library using multivariate
statistical analysis. The coupling between GTxEyes25 and AMX,11

through a custom code, allowed mass spectrometry classiers
produced from AMX recognition module aer 5–10 seconds of
PIRL-MS sampling to be imported into GTxEyes for real-time,
augmented reality display on the video of the sampling eld of
view.25
Performance validation of the spatially encoded mass
spectrometry platform

The evaluation of the performance of spatially encoded mass
spectrometry pathology consists of two key metrics of (1) pixel
error in the display of spatially encoded pathology results at the
site of sampling, and (2) the success rate in determining correct
pathology. The latter is a property of the PIRL-MS analysis
rather than spatially encoded mass spectrometry and could be
as high as 98%,3 as discussed in previous publications for other
tissue classications using ex vivo samples.3,18,19 We, however,
revisited the classication accuracy using in situ cancer models
to assess whether statistical models built from sampling ex vivo
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735 | 8725



Fig. 1 Spatially encoded mass spectrometry results for augmented reality display of tissue pathology at the point of sampling. In this figure
we have shown (A): the components required for spatially encoded mass spectrometry for in situ display of tissue pathology at the
sampling site, and how components interact with one another. Sampling of tissue is performed using an aerosolization method to produce
mass spectra. The mass spectral data is then compared to a pre-existing multivariate model (or library) of pathologies and a classification is
made. In the case of our demonstrated application, the sampling is performed with PIRL-MS and the multivariate analysis is completed with
AMX using PCA-LDA.11 The pathology classification is available in real-time, and is combined with positional information (coordinates) of
the sampling probe from the tracking data imported into a laboratory built ‘integrator’ program, GTxEyes.25–27 The import is enabled
through a custom-made link that transfers the classifier from AMX to GTxEyes. Then, a real-time display of the color coded pathology (in
GTxEyes) becomes possible using previous integration of a camera feed of the sampling field of view in this software.25 (B) Schematics of
the system components in panel A and how they interact. Where appropriate, we have secured permission to reuse graphics. The NDI
Polaris tracking camera monitors the probe position as well as that of the Logitech tracked camera that provides the live video feed of the
sampling event. MS signal is processed and subjected to multivariate analysis with AMX. All components feed data to GTxEyes platform that
in turn integrates the molecular information from MS analysis with positioning data for augmented reality display of spatially encoded mass
spectrometry classifiers. Here, in situ sampling of a mouse xenograft tumor results in tissue type classifier from MS to be false colored and
displayed on an augmented reality screen at the site of sampling. Conceptual demonstration of the output display of spatially encoded
mass spectrometry using graphic files partially published previously3,18,47 (with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry and the
American Association for Cancer Research). Graphic files are reproduced here after modifications, and illustrate the output display using
PIRL-MS and xenograft tissue.

8726 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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tissue could be used to classify cancer sampled in vivo, with
results unaffected by the presence of body uids.

To display a 3D spatial measurement on a 2D video feed
using augmented reality, we calibrated the accuracy of co-
registration of mass spectrometry classiers (pixel error) using
a checkerboard pattern as described in the ESI.† Using known
3D positions at varying z-distances (axis of the laser ber,
surface of the tissue) to the camera, each z-distance possessed
a corresponding ‘jitter’ per pixel. When back projected into the
camera with the calibrated model, we determined the pixel
error at that z-distance and hence the expected pixel error. This
measurement resulted in a 2D pixel error of 0.5 � 0.2 mm (on
video feed display) where the accuracy depends on various
factors including the relative angle of the camera and probe as
well as relative distances between tracking camera and tracked
objects (video camera, laser tip) and the z-distance (see ESI† for
more details). We also further evaluated the positional errors
resulting from hand tremor (i.e. jitter in holding objects) and
depth perception arising from use of a virtual pointer (laser tip
is held �2 mm from the surface of the tissue). Using the same
optical positioning system used in our experiments, users
tracked a 5 cm line on a at surface in both the ‘contact mode’
where the guide pointer was supported by the surface through
direct contact, and in non-contact ‘hand-held’ mode, held
�2 mm from the surface of the sampled plane without support
(see ESI† for more details). Estimates of the lateral deviation of
the projected X,Y errors from the sampled line suggests posi-
tional accuracy of 0.4� 0.1mm from the intended sampling site
(in the contact mode) and 2.1 � 0.4 mm (once held in air
�2 mm from the surface). As the pixel error measurements in
the latter case were performed in the hand-held conguration,
the overall practical combined system technical + user error
value of 2.6 � 0.4 mm per pixel was determined for augmented
reality co-registration including positioning errors associated
with involuntary hand movements while holding the ber tip.
With the incorporation of a guide pointer in the contact mode
to affix the virtual ablation point 2 mm from the surface of
tissue, the pixel error is reduced to 1.0 � 0.2 mm. This value
thus reports technical system uncertainties for augmented
reality co-registration of spatially encoded mass spectrometry
classiers in a video feed. The proposed ‘contact’ and ‘non-
contact’modes constitute two extreme scenarios of deployment
based on the nature of the surgical procedure. In this manu-
script, all measurements were performed in a supported
‘contact mode’ where user's wrist was supported by the labo-
ratory bench yet the probe was held �2 mm above the spec-
imen. Therefore, the technical system uncertainty is expected to
be closer to the examined supported mode value of 1.0 � 0.2
mm.

ESI Video 1† shows an example output of spatially encoded
mass spectrometry pathology using a human-generated arti-
cial interface between a sample of brain tumor and healthy
tissue, generating a mimic of a cancer and healthy tissue border
in tumor bed examination. This was created by placing a piece
of normal mouse brain tissue next to a medulloblastoma brain
cancer xenogra tumor piece.19 This is an example of a highly
homogeneous non-inltrating tumor with clear borders. Here,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
PIRL-MS data was collected during the continuousmovement of
the laser probe at the average speed of �0.50 mm s�1. Every 5
seconds, the MS spectra were averaged and analyzed by AMX's
PCA-LDA recognition module based on a two-component model
comprised of Med8A (a medulloblastoma cell line), and healthy
mouse brain PIRL-MS spectra.19 When used in a continuous
scanning mode as shown in the ESI Video 1,† discrete readouts
every 5 seconds accumulate the spatial information over the
distance sampled in that 5 seconds that are displayed at the
pixel position at the end of the 5 second sampling event. The
comparison with the healthy brain tissue and cancer PCA-LDA
model produced classiers (healthy, cancer or outlier). The
classiers were then imported into GTxEyes and displayed as
false color pixel on an augmented reality display of the
sampling eld, in a similar manner to another application that
maps doses of radiation therapy on endoscopic video.25 In this
experimental run, no outlier (unclassiable) data was obtained
and spatially encoded PIRL-MS classiers changed identity
from ‘healthy’ to ‘cancer’ as the cancer and healthy tissue
interface (or border) was crossed. The movement of the laser tip
itself is also tracked and displayed for clarity. In GTxEyes
display window25 the size of the false color pixel can be adjusted
to optimize visualization, and thus only its center point should
be taken to evaluate concordance if needed.

Fig. 2A provides a snapshot of changing spatially encoded
PIRL-MS pathology classications from the end of ESI Video 1.†
The results provide a static snapshot of how spatially encoded
mass spectrometry classiers change identity as the boundary
between two homogeneous tissue types is crossed. As the plat-
form requires accumulation of signal from 5–10 seconds of
mass spectral averaging for PCA-LDA classication, to offer the
most stringent spatial resolution for tumor bed assessment
looking for presence of cancer, it must be used in a point-
sampling mode. The practical spatial resolution of the current
probe including hand jitter is �1 mm2 (0.425 mm for the beam
from the ber optic). To examine the presence of cancer across
a boundary, a series of strategic �1 mm2 point-sampling events
across the surface of the tissue must be taken in a manner
analogous to the current pathology-based workow where quick
staining of specimens picked from a tumor bed is performed
and the results are communicated back to the neurosurgeon.

Fig. 2B shows a snapshot of in situ sampling of a Med8A and
DAOY medulloblastoma tumor bearing mouse in combination
with a 3-component PCA-LDA statistical model that separates
these cancer types frommuscle (summarized in Table 1), where
both DAOY and Med8A classications were performed and
displayed on site through GTxEyes and AMX coupling. Mice
were sacriced prior to this analysis, hence in situ as opposed to
in vivo sampling. For these validations, we averaged 10 seconds
of PIRL-MS spectra at each sampled point. Overall, out of the 75
performed spatially encoded PIRL-MS sampling events across 6
different tissue types (5 cancer types plus muscle as detailed in
the methods section), 63 correct classications were achieved,
corresponding to a success rate of 84%. As shown in Table 1,
Med8A medulloblastoma in the context of the chosen Med8A,
DAOY and muscle PCA-LDA model was particularly under-
performing where only 5 out of the 12 sampling attempts
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735 | 8727



Fig. 2 Spatially encoded PIRL-MS sampling of cancer for in situ pathology determinations with real-time display of results. An augmented reality
display of false colored tissue pathology classifiers from PCA-LDA modeling of mass spectrometry readout (PIRL-MS) is presented where each
classification (i.e. pathology assessment) is color coded at the point of sampling (laser tip) on a camera feed of the sampling field of view. This
figure provides example results for both cancer border assessment applications (using ex vivo tissue) as in (A) and for in situ pathology (using
sacrificed tumor bearing mice) as in (B). (A) An artificial tissue boundary for the assessment of spatially encoded PIRL-MS results is created by
placing a murine xenograft medulloblastoma tumor piece adjacent to a normal mouse brain tissue piece. The PIRL-MS probe was scanned over,
and crossed the tissue border at a continuous pace (green trace) where at every 5 seconds classification of the averaged data against a two-
component (healthy mouse brain and Med8A cancer) PCA-LDA model using previous data18,19 was made. This classification is displayed at the
spatially encoded position that concludes the 5 second sampling period and changes from healthy to cancer as the boundary is crossed. The
real-time video that shows the continuous scan and augmented reality display of the classifications as they are made available real-time is
provided as a ESI.† (B) Validation of in situ pathology application using tumor bearing mice (summarized in Table 1). Here, subcutaneous bilateral
injections of cells for Med8A and DAOY subgroups of medulloblastoma resulted in small 1 mm3 and �3.3 mm3 tumors highlighted by circles to
guide readers to their locations. These subgroups, previously shown to be classifiable with PIRL-MS,19 were subjected to spatially encoded PIRL-
MS classifications using a 3-component DAOY, Med8A19 and muscle tissue signatures. The expected false colored spatially encoded classifi-
cations for these small tumors at the site of sampling (laser tip) resulted. A similar validation approachwas taken to evaluate the performance over
other cancer types summarized in Table 1 where good metrics have been reported.

Chemical Science Edge Article
resulted in correct classication (a 41% success rate). Previous
PIRL-MS investigation of Med8A and DAOY tumors suggests
that Med8A produces higher PIRL-MS signal compared to
DAOY.19 Muscle tissue produces good PIRL-MS signal compa-
rable to Med8A tumors. While low PIRL-MS signal does not
preclude reliable analysis due to normalization of spectra to
overall signal intensity in PCA-LDA assessments,3 in a 3-
Table 1 Validation of spatially encoded PIRL-MS using multiple murine c
replicates (independent tumors) sampled for each validation attempt. I
samplings is provided. With the underperforming Med8A cancer included
in an 84% correct classification rate per sampling event. With the exclu
events out of 63 will classify correctly, resulting in a 92% correct cancer c
misclassifications for the models listed in this table were as follows: all
DAOY; and one muscle datapoint as Cal-33. Biological replicates mean
performed on each specimen (as attempted classifications)

Tissue type Cell line Biological replicates Attempted

Breast cancer LM2-4 3 9
Breast cancer MDA-MB-231 3 9
Medulloblastoma Med8A 5 12
Medulloblastoma DAOY 4 8
Head & neck cancer Cal-33 3 7
Muscle N/A 14 30

Total 14 75

8728 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735
component model where only one component (i.e. DAOY)
possesses a low signal-to-noise ratio, misclassication of
Med8A sampling events as DAOY in case of samples with poor
quality signal may be expected. This highlights a potential
limitation of the spatially encoded mass spectrometry concept
as its output is highly dependent on correct classiers from the
preceding multivariate analysis step. Fig. S1† shows the PIRL-
ancer models. We have listed the cancer types, cell lines and biological
ndependent tumors were sampled multiple times and the number of
, 63 events out of 75 sampling events were correctly classified resulting
sion of Med8A cancers that produce low signal-to-noise spectra, 58
lassification rate using the models specified in the table. The sources of
LM2-4 as MDA-MB-231 and all MDA-MB-231 as LM2-4; all Med8A as
independent specimens. The technical replicates represent samplings

classications Correct classications PCA-LDA models used

8 MDA-MB-231, LM2-4, muscle
6 MDA-MB-231, LM2-4, muscle
5 Med8A, DAOY, muscle
8 Med8A, DAOY, muscle
7 Cal-33, muscle

29 Models above
63

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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MS spectra of DAOY/Med8A/muscle tissue used for modeling
acquired both in situ and ex vivo. The DAOY and Med8A spectra
from ex vivo tissue are published previously18 but are repro-
duced here for the clarity of the discussion. As can be seen in
this gure, the PIRL-MS spectra of ex vivo and in situ tissue for
each tissue type are fairly similar. In this study, the PCA-LDA
model was established using harvested xenogras split in half
to expose water rich cores that are amenable to producing
classiable PIRL-MS signal. The in situ sampling, however, was
performed on the accessible surface of the tumor aer surgi-
cally exposing the skin at the site of cancer growth. This resulted
in some of our Med8A sampling events possessing low signal
intensity (10 fold lower) compared to those obtained previously
from ex vivo sampling,19 used in the statistical model. In
combination with a higher degree of molecular similarity
between Med8A and DAOY, misclassication of poor quality
Med8A data points as DAOY due to signal-to- noise disparity
between model and query may be expected. Here, exclusion of
Med8A data points on this ground from the assessment results
in 63 classication attempts where 58 correct classications
were resulted, producing a 92% success rate in correct predic-
tion of tissue pathology across normal tissue, brain, breast and
head & neck cancers. As the success of the spatially encoded
measurements in situ depends on successful MS modeling of
the ex vivo tissue data, in Fig. S2† we have shown the PCA-LDA
models used for Table 1 predictions. We have also included the
loading plots for each of the said models. Table S1† further
reports each model's robustness through a 20% leave out test
wherein we have summarized the confusion matrices for each
of the ex vivo tissue models used (see Table 1). As can be seen
here, all models were highly robust, which contributed to the
success of the in situ tissue classications reported in Table 1.
As mentioned above, a failure of the model translates directly to
failures of the in situ tissue classications which is a central
tenet of the spatially encoded mass spectrometry concept.
Potential for in vivo use and tissue damage upon sampling

The results above highlight the potential of spatially encoded
PIRL-MS pathology results for in situ measurements displayed
in augmented reality as 2D overlays. The platform was validated
using ex vivo tissue (Fig. 2A, ESI Video 1†) and in situ
measurements from tumor bearing sacriced animals (Fig. 2B,
Table 1). Here, the success of in situ measurements (Table 1)
over a multi-cancer panel suggests that the method is not
adversely affected by presence of biological uids that have
been absent in our previous ex vivo validation works.3,18,19

However, to have applicability as a cancer classication tool for
future tumor bed assessment applications in vivo, it must be
shown that the PIRL is minimally damaging to the healthy
tissue, in particular neuronal tissue where probe-induced
damage may create life-long neurologic morbidities. An area
of active development is paediatric neurosurgery where recently
PIRL-MS has emerged as an attractive tool to provide classi-
cation of medulloblastomas into their clinically important
subgroups rapidly.3 The availability of medulloblastoma
subgroup information in real-time during surgery allows rapid
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
stratication and surgical resection risk determination, allow-
ing surgeons to minimize neurologic morbidity in low risk
patients with a known good response to adjuvant therapy.3 This
study used ex vivo tumor cores where no signicant damage to
tissue outside the laser irradiated zone was reported.3 Previous
studies have been performed that suggest PIRL causes minimal
damage to the mouse skin tissue, and performs slightly better
than the surgical scalpel in terms of cellular stress, wound size,
scar tissue and healing.28 Favourable outcomes highlighting
minimal damage to tissues in skin,29,30 bone,31,32 keratoplasty33

and so tissue such as vocal cord34 have also been reported.
Moreover, some of the previous studies referenced above 28,30,34

compared the performance of PIRL to surgical tools based on
CO2 laser ablation, analogous to laser systems utilized recently
in conjunction with the rapid evaporative ionization mass
spectrometry (REIMS)35 platform previously coupled to electro-
cautery.2 This combination creates a destructive surgical scalpel
with demonstrated superb performance in rapid ex vivo tissue
or in vivo tumor core classications with mass spectrometry6,8

where concerns for tissue damage are either minimal or clini-
cally irrelevant. Capitalizing on the demonstrated 98% success
rate of PIRL-MS for medulloblastoma subgroup determination
using ex vivo tissue,3 a study that characterizes DNA damage,
cell death, and neuronal viability upon PIRL-MS sampling of the
neuronal tissue for future spatially encoded in situ brain
pathology determinations is currently lacking. To bridge this
gap, the exposed brain tissues of anesthetised mice (n¼ 9) were
subjected to PIRL-MS sampling and housing for up to two weeks
(two time points of 24 hours for immediate damage and two
weeks for long term damage) to assess PIRL-induced damage to
brain tissue using immunohistochemical staining. We rst
show that in vivo PIRL-MS sampling of brain tissue from these
anesthetised mice aer craniotomy (n¼ 8) results in classiable
PIRL-MS spectra (in one mouse sampling did not produce any
spectrum). The recorded mass spectra could be classied
correctly with a PCA-LDA model of mouse organs established
from frozen tissue analyzed ex vivo19 (Fig. 3A). Complementing
the in situ sampling results provided in Table 1, this observation
suggests that in vivo PIRL-MS measurements are possible, and
are not hampered by the presence of circulating blood in brain
tissue (anesthetized mice subjected to craniotomy for brain
exposure as a proxy for human brain surgery). In Fig. S3† we
have shown a representative in vivo PIRL-MS spectrum of the
brain tissue recorded under anesthesia compared to a mass
spectrum of an ex vivo, previously frozen mouse brain spec-
imen. In keeping with the observations made in Fig. 3A, the
spectra of in vivo fresh and ex vivo frozen tissue are similar. This
highlights a potential utility for PIRL-MS spectral libraries
established from previously frozen ex vivo specimens for
spatially encoded assessment of in vivo tissue. Surprisingly,
despite visible presence of some blood and uids at the site of
craniotomy (i.e. in vivo sampling), no drastic alterations to PIRL-
MS spectra were seen. While the mechanism behind PIRL-MS
signal is still being investigated, in its current conguration
we conrm no ionization in the positive ion mode indicative of
proton transfer. While PIRL-MS classications utilize negatively
charged species, lack of further ionization (indicated by lack of
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735 | 8729



Fig. 3 Evaluation of PIRL-MS damage to neuronal tissue using a murine model under real use scenario of producing classifiable PIRL-MS mass
spectra. Craniotomy, as described in the experimental section, was performed that allowed laser probe and scalpel access to the brain tissue.
Superficial ‘incisions’ with PIRL-MS, while collecting mass spectra (n ¼ 8), and with surgical scalpel (no collection of spectra) were made under
anesthesia. (A) PCA-LDA model of mouse organ data from previous results using a mixture of fresh or frozen ex vivo tissue19 where we show in
vivo data points acquired from live mice under anesthesia classifying as expected with the organ type suggesting that the presence of blood or
body fluids is not hindering the classification. (B) The experimental setup with mouse anesthetized and restrained in stereotactic device before
localized craniotomy and application of PIRL probe or scalpel to create superficial incisions . (C) Schematics of the histological workflow for the
analysis of the extent of neuronal damage. As detailed in the experimental section, digital pathology was used to quantify the extent of damage
from stain positive cells using TUNEL (DNA damage), Caspase-3 (cell death) and NeuN (neuronal viability). Each tissue section at end-point was
divided into 4 quadrants as shown in ‘segmentation’ panel where, through taking advantage of the biological symmetry in brain tissue, we
compared the extent of probe insult at the damaged quadrant (where the laser probe or the surgical scalpel intersected with the brain matter) to
the control quadrant (that did not interact with the laser or scalpel probes). Any damage in the control quadrant results from extraction of brain
from the skull after sacrifice. As shown in this panel, probe insult in the damaged quadrant (marked with the arrow) is superficial and is com-
pounded with damage caused by the craniotomy process itself. Therefore, all damage values reported and compared in a relative sense between
laser and scalpel are reported as ‘probe + craniotomy’ damage. Control quadrant values are reported to illustrate sensitivity. However, PIRL-MS
classifying spectra presented in panel (A) indicate that some level of neurological insult was created under the experimental conditions.
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positive ion signal in the current implementation) may be
a helpful factor in reducing the complexity resulting in little to
no interference of the blood signal.

We further designed the study such that the extent of
neuronal tissue damage from the laser could be compared to
that of the surgical scalpel by subjecting an additional cohort of
mice (n ¼ 10) to corticotomy under anesthesia by surgical
scalpel. We chose to utilize a surgical scalpel since it is a widely
used tool in neurosurgical applications. Mice were housed for
up to two weeks (as above for the laser cohort) for the devel-
opment of lesions and determination of the extent of damage
and recovery (if any) using three different antibodies: TUNEL
(for DNA damage),36 Caspase 3 (for cell death),37 and NeuN (for
neuronal cell viability).38 To most accurately examine the extent
of damage, we performed digital pathology measurements of
the stained (or positive) cells and took advantage of the bio-
logical symmetry of the brain tissue to normalize the results for
inevitable, inherent spatial differences in brain tissue archi-
tecture that may arise due to possible positional differences in
the sampled site for each mouse (we performed a supratentorial
approach to the cerebral hemisphere for the craniotomy, see
Fig. 3B). For the analysis, we thus divided the brain slices into 4
quadrants, and normalized the number of stain positive cells in
the quadrant where the craniotomy and laser or scalpel insult
8730 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735
had taken place to the mirror quadrant where no craniotomy or
insult had taken place. Fig. 3C provides a schematic of the study
design where we have highlighted the sampling and the control
quadrants.

We used stereotactic positioning systems to improve the
positional accuracy of craniotomy and take, as a basis, a ‘probe
+ craniotomy’ damage type comparison and interpret the
results between different probes using the same craniotomy
method performed by the same individual on the same mouse
strain using the same tools as described in the experimental
section. Here, it must be emphasized that even if we are unable
to condently attribute the measured damage values to those
caused solely by each probe's interaction with the brain matter,
we conrm that PIRL-MS sampling has been performed
correctly as classiable PIRL-MS spectra is resulted (see Fig. 3A).
Therefore, neuronal damage from PIRL-MS measurements
must be present in the analyzed specimens. Our results suggest
that spatially encoded PIRL-MS pathology is unlikely to result in
long lasting damage, as no mice exhibited neurologic and
behavioural abnormality through daily monitoring during
recovery for two weeks (two mice out of six in the 24 hour cohort
did not survive overnight aer ‘craniotomy + laser’ insult). This
is in keeping with the previous post PIRL-MS histopathology
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 4 Histopathological analysis of laser-induced damage to neuronal tissue in a mouse model suggests non-inferiority of PIRL compared to
surgical scalpel. As detailed in the main text, DNA damage (TUNEL stain), cell death (Caspase 3 stain) and neuronal viability (NeuN stain) were
evaluated using 76 histological slides from 19mice (n¼ 9 for laser and n¼ 10 for scalpel) using digital pathologymethods that quantify number of
stain positive cells. Two endpoints of 24 hours (to quantify immediate neurologic insult) and two weeks (to quantify long term damage) were
taken. Control measurements in each bar graph refer to measurements of stain positive cells from the control quadrant per schematics shown in
Fig. 3C. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Even in cases where no drastic differences between control and experimental
measurements are seen, the visual inspection of the histopathologic slides suggests removal of some material in the damaged quadrant (see
Fig. 3C). With the caveat that ‘missing’ material could contain some of the damaged cells that then do not appear in the analysis, introducing
a bias, we confirmmice survived PIRL-MS sampling. Asterisks show statistically significant measurements in each cohort compared to its control.
With the exception of Caspase 3 stain statistically significant differences between control and experimental measurements were seen in other
cases. The extent of the damage, however, was not different between laser and scalpel suggesting non-inferiority. This observation held true
over the three stains. The onset of immediate DNA damage (TUNEL stain) insult seen with the laser and scalpel (that largely recovered over two
weeks), is likely due to the invasiveness of the craniotomy process itself (Fig. S4†). To compare laser and scalpel damage two-sample t-tests
(assuming unequal variance, a ¼ 0.05) were conducted for the laser and scalpel damaged regions at 24 hours and 2 weeks. There was
a statistically significant decrease in TUNEL staining in the 2 week laser-damaged group relative to the 2 week scalpel-damaged group (p ¼
0.035). In all other cases, differences were not statistically significant. Therefore, our tests suggest non-inferior performance for PIRL-MS
sampling in terms of neuronal tissue damage compared to the surgical scalpel.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735 | 8731
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analyses of human brain tumors that suggests little to no
damage outside the laser sampled zone.3

To add more precision to the qualitative argument above
regarding the suitability of PIRL-MS as an in vivo sampling tool,
Fig. 4 shows the detailed digital pathology results quantifying
the ‘probe + craniotomy’ damage to mouse brain tissue from
immunohistological analysis. TUNEL staining reports a signi-
cant neurologic insult (DNA damage) compared to control
quadrant (see Fig. 3C) at 24 hours aer the sampling that largely
recovers aer two weeks. To examine whether PIRL sampling
was inferior to routinely used surgical scalpel in terms of tissue
damage, we subjected the ‘laser + craniotomy’ and ‘scalpel +
craniotomy’ stain data for both short (24 hour) and long term
(two-week) time points to a two-sample t-test (a ¼ 0.05). Here,
the t-test suggested only a statistically signicant (p ¼ 0.035)
decrease in the TUNEL staining for the long term (two week)
cohort, suggesting slightly improved healing aer laser
sampling. No statistically signicant difference between other
data groups was seen. Our test results thus suggest that PIRL-
MS sampling under conditions that can produce classiable
mass spectra (Fig. 3A) is non-inferior to the surgical scalpel in
terms of the damage to neuronal tissue. In keeping with these
results, from the same t-test analysis mentioned above,
neuronal viability (NeuN stain) in both short and long term time
points was also not differentially affected between PIRL-MS and
scalpel cohorts further conrming non-inferiority in terms of
neuronal viability aer sampling. In a similar vein, no statisti-
cally signicant differences between ‘laser + craniotomy’ and
‘scalpel + craniotomy’ damage in terms of cell death (Caspase 3
stain) over short term (24 hour) time point was seen from the
two-sample t-test. Therefore, all tests unequivocally demon-
strate that PIRL-MS sampling is non-inferior compared to
surgical scalpel in terms of neuronal tissue damage.

The observations described above held true over 19 inde-
pendent mice and 76 tissue slices (4 slices from the damaged
site per brain per stain) subjected to three different immuno-
histochemical assessments of common types of neuronal tissue
damage, suggesting that PIRL-MS is non-inferior compared to
the surgical scalpel in terms of damage to brain matter under
real use sampling conditions. Therefore, spatially encoded
PIRL-MS has a potential for in vivo measurements without
concern for imparting drastic damage to normal brain tissue
beyond what may occur (and is largely clinically acceptable)
during the use of the surgical scalpels. However, it is important
to note that in this study design, it is not warranted to distin-
guish between the probe (laser or scalpel) insult and the
damage induced by the craniotomy process itself. We have,
however, performed craniotomy alone control experiments
evaluated using the same three stains (n ¼ 10 mice; and same
number of histological slides as above) to quantify the extent of
neurologic insult solely from craniotomy. In Fig. S4† we have
shown the ratio of positively stained cells of ‘damage’ to
‘control’ regions (see Fig. 3C) for craniotomy only (no laser or
scalpel interactions) experiments. Following the same analysis
above, the craniotomy process itself does not drastically
damage the brain matter compared to control quadrants except
for immediate (24 hour) insult in terms of DNA damage (TUNEL
8732 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 8723–8735
stain). Therefore, we suspect that the damage reported in Fig. 4
for TUNEL stain to be largely due to the neurologic insult
produced by the craniotomy process itself. The same argument
can be made for Caspase 3 and NeuN reporters in keeping with
the previous ndings that PIRL is not drastically damaging to
the biological tissues.3,28,29,31,33,34 Thus, as expected, neither
scalpel nor PIRL probe (under real use scenario of producing
classiable spectra as in Fig. 3A) are shown to drastically
damage the brain matter further beyond what is caused by the
craniotomy itself.
Caveats and future directions

In this study, spatially encoded PIRL-MS results are validated
for use in neurosurgical applications where no appreciable
increase in damage to neuronal tissue is detected compared to
surgical scalpel. The platform for spatially encoded mass
spectrometry developed, demonstrated and validated herein
using PIRL-MS can be adapted for use in conjunction with other
hand-held mass spectrometry probes such as the iKnife2 and its
laser based iterations,35 the MasSpec Pen1 and SpiderMass.4

These probes offer a spectrum of spatial resolution, degree of
damage to tissue and can modify performance metrics reported
here for spatially encoded PIRL-MS in terms of classication
success rate as well as effective pixel error.

While in our evaluation we assumed little-to-no tissue
movement during PIRL-MS sampling, continuous registration/
co-registration methods exist to account for the effects of
motion as the mass spectrometry sampling proceeds.39–42 These
include application of surface and deformable registration
methods from output of stereo camera or depth camera setups
to surface models generated from MR or CT. The utilization of
continuous registration, however, is expected to result in larger
error values compared to what has been demonstrated here,
factored by the depth resolution and surface reconstruction
accuracy from the camera setups and surface registration
errors. In addition, it must be noted that the acceptable toler-
ance in cancer border assessment may vary from one neuro-
surgical application to another. For example, the current
implementation may have a more immediate utility in appli-
cations where tissue movements is restrained. It goes without
saying that strategies to mitigate tissue movement's impact on
spatially encoded mass spectrometry results must be employed
prior to clinical deployment. Here, utilization of electromag-
netic tracking coupled with feature-based deformable registra-
tion synchronized with tissue movement (such as pulse or
respiratory motions), used in imaging,43 as a form of image
stabilization may constitute attractive avenues to address this
important point. Nevertheless, the low millimeter accuracy of
the spatially encoded mass spectrometry method demonstrated
in this study is a key attribute that can lead to a reduction in
resection induced neurologic morbidity for tumors situated in
close proximity to critical nervous system structures.

This study further assumes that molecular transition from
cancer to healthy tissue is ‘sharp’, and does not involve gradual
changes in molecular content reminiscent of a population
weighted averaging expected in mass spectrometry signal of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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mixed samples. While the assumption above holds true in case
of a number of solid tumors known to be present in the central
nervous systems (CNS), articial intelligence and machine
learning methods44,45 can be coupled to MS recognition and
modeling step(s) to increase performance at highly inltrating
CNS tumor margins where population weighted mass spectra
based on the degree of inltration (i.e. percent cancer cells
versus healthy cells in the pixel(s) examined) comprise the
signals. Contrary to our assumption, many types of brain
cancers are highly inltrative. Molecular modelling can be
performed to contain dedicated ‘inltrative’ class, or many
thereof based on the degree of inltration as opposed to the
simple two-state healthy-cancer model utilized in our proof of
principle demonstrations of the spatially encoded mass spec-
trometry concept in this work. This limitation relates more to
MS classication in case of population averaging of the
observables rather than the registration aspects demonstrated
herein, but nevertheless, may impact the success of the
proposed spatially encoded mass spectrometry concept.
Furthermore, all MS classication methods that use metabo-
lites as observables of the analysis stipulate metabolic homo-
geneity on the length scale of the regions examined. This
assumption needs further independent validation especially in
cases where presence of cancer could result in swelling of the
brain and edema where metabolic heterogeneity in morpho-
metrically identical tissue regions may be resulted. Lastly, the
performance of our proposed label-free spatially encoded mass
spectrometry pathology platform should be compared to
competing methodologies, such as other image based optical or
uorescence-based methods,46 and eventually scored against
surgical outcomes to evaluate reduced neurologic morbidity,
low local failure rate (recurrence) and/or improved outcomes. It
will be of special interest to evaluate the method in its true 3D
sampling capacity as opposed to augmented reality display of its
2D projections as is done here in this rst step.
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